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Free powerpoint template 2018

PowerPoint provides very useful resources, called templates, that automatically construct the basis and system of your presentation. If you can't find the right one for you, you can create your own. Here's how. Create a custom PowerPoint template To create a custom PowerPoint template, you must first open a blank
presentation. You can do this by clicking the File tab and selecting New in the left pane. A large template library will appear, but since this is not what we're looking for, go ahead and select the Empty presentation option. Then you need to select the position and size of the slide. On the Design tab, in the Customize
group, select the Slide Size button. A small drop-down menu will appear. Click Customize slide size here. The Slide Size dialog box appears. Here you can (1) adjust the height and width of the slide, or simply select a predefined option from the drop-down menu and (2) select the slide orientation. The rest of the template
will be done on the PowerPoint slide master. The slide master lets you customize your presentation's fonts, headings, and colors in one place by applying selections to all slides. This allows you to maintain consistency throughout the template, as well as eliminate the need to change each individual slide. RELATED: To
change the default font in PowerPoint to access the slide master, click the View tab, and then, in the Master Views group, select Slide Master. The slide master will appear in the left pane. The slide master is the top thumbnail that appears in the pane. Each subnail specifies each slide layout available in the topic. Slide
master edits will affect each slide layout. Magic is going on here. You can first select a unique theme that will be your PowerPoint template. To do this, on the Slide Master tab, in the Edit Theme group, select Themes. A drop-down menu will appear, which will display a large theme library to choose from. Each theme
comes with its own fonts and effects. Browse the set and select the one you want. You can also choose the background style for the selected theme. In the Background group, select Background Styles, and then select the style you want from the drop-down menu. If you want to customize slide placeholders, you can do
so by selecting one of the options on the Insert Placeholder menu. You can find this option in the Master Layout group. After you select the slide that you want to insert a placeholder from the pane on the left and the type of placeholder that you want to insert from the menu, click and drag the cursor to draw a placeholder
field. Repeat this process until you are satisfied with the template placeholders. When you're done, all you've got to do is save the custom template. Save a custom template To save a PowerPoint presentation (.pptx) as a template click the File tab, and then click the Save As button. Under Other locations, select the
Browse option. Then the Save As dialog box appears. Select the box next to Save as type, and then select PowerPoint Template from the list of options. When you select a PowerPoint template file type, PowerPoint redirects you to the Custom Office Templates folder. Here you want to save the template. Click the Save
button. Your template will now be saved and ready to use. To find the template the next time you open PowerPoint, click the File tab, and then select the New button. Then select the Custom tab, and then select the Custom Office Templates option. Now you'll see a custom template. Select it to start using a custom
PowerPoint template. When you need to create an interesting and attractive presentation for your boss, new customers or job interview, you have a lot of tools to do the job. Also, although this is an industry standard, you don't need Microsoft PowerPoint, and many people say there are still better work tools. This week,
based on your nominations, we'll take a look at the five best of these alternative delivery tools. Earlier in the week, we asked which programs you chose to use to perform a slide show and presentation when PowerPoint was not an option. You really replied, some of you passionately pretend that your favorite was better
than PowerPoint anyway. We can't single out all the nominees, but here are the top five. Dazzling delivery to customers, business meetings or even work chat is not... Read more Poll completed and votes counted. To see which PowerPoint alternative you think is best, go to our weekly hive with five follow-up posts to
check the winner! Create an interesting, informative and elegant presentation or slide show for a company meeting... Read moreG/O Media can get commissionKeynote (Mac: $19.99)Apple Keynote can be purchased as a standalone product, or as apple iWork productivity suite, and is probably one of the most intuitive,
easy to use, and template heavy delivery applications I have ever used. Many of you thought the same thing, and pointed out that it's very easy to create good-looking presentations with a keynote without spending time digging through menus or looking for templates that weren't used to death everyone else. Keynote has
great built-in graphics tools to edit and change images in presentations, easily support slides or presentation videos and movies, have non-hokey-looking animations, supports PowerPoint documents to diversify someone's presentation, and even allows you to control your presentation from an iOS device or design a
presentation with videos and view notes and upcoming slides on the Mac screen. Google Docs (web: free) document delivery module module be quite unscaoded, but recently updated it to make it more compatible with people coming from Microsoft Office or people who want a more reliable presentation tool. Google
Docs offers a variety of templates and delivery creation tools that are easy to jump in and start, animations and slide transitions to make your presentation interesting to watch, and even edit a collaboration presentation with other people in the team. You can skip some of the heavier features, such as putting videos on
slides (although you can embed YouTube or another web video), if you don't need pricier app bells and whistles and just want a quick, free way to create good-looking slide shows on any system, that's all. Google Docs has created a new version of the presentation tool with more than 50 new features,... Read
moreBeamer (LaTeX) (Windows / Mac / Linux: Free)If you are a Fan of LaTeX, or just remember to apply it to your graduate thesis, you will enjoy Beamer. If other delivery tools provide you with a GUI where you drag items you want to use, such as images and videos, and then you improve the text boxes to add the
information you want on the screen, Beamer requires you to create a presentation in a custom markup language that works in almost any LaTeX document. If you're looking for fast and easy to use, it's not this, but if you've been familiar with LaTeX and have used it in the past (it's very popular with academia and
technical people who would rather write their presentations and tweak all possible features than give up control of the GUI), then it offers a granular control level that other tools don't provide. Prezi (Web/Win/Mac/Linux/iOS: Free, $59/yr Enjoy, $159/yr Pro)Prezi delivers in a different direction than static slides on the
screen or projector with text on them. Even the animations and transitions available in other slide show programs are bright compared to the Prezi zoom user interface, which moves across the slides and focuses on images, graphics, and motion to draw attention to text. For some, it's too overwhelming and distracting
from the main delivery message, and some have called Prezi's terrible delivery templates unprofessional, but many others have pointed out that Prezi tools make it easy to create presentations that are really interesting, and the world, except for boring slide shows, to which we are all accustomed. You can create an
account for free and start creating web presentations up to a storage limit of 100 MB. if you need more space, $59 a year gets you a Prezi Enjoy bill, 500MB and the opportunity to make your presentations private and remove the Prezi watermark. For $159 a year you will receive a Pro account that puts you up to 2 GB of
storage and access to Prezi Desktop, an Adobe AIR application that allows you to work with presentations outside the browser. LibreOffice/OpenOffice.org Impress Free)Going too deep without going into the divide between LibreOffice and The impression is the creator of the delivery of both productivity apartments.
When LibreOffice stood out as a fork of OpenOffice.org, it took Impress with it, and now both platforms use basically the same tool for slide shows and presentations. Both versions support PowerPoint presentations and offer an easy-to-use drag-and-drop user interface to create new presentations that you'll be familiar
with if you've used any of the other tools listed here. In fact, Impress is most in line with the PowerPoint user interface and any tool used here, but slightly expands its daira and graphics capabilities. Now that you've seen the top five, it's time for them all to vote and decide the winner. The honorable mentions this week
come out to Sliderocket, who came just a few nominations shy of the top five, and the previously mentioned deck.js.Traditionally, creating presentations needs to be used as a PowerPoint app and can lead to a variety of... Read moreDid your favorite doesn't get enough nominations to make the top five? Have something
to say about one of the contenders that we missed? Please note that hive five contenders are based on your nominations in the invitation to the bidders from the previous week. Let us hear this in the comments below. The title image is remixed by Losevsky Pavel (Shutterstock). (Shutterstock).
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